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CIGRÉ’s A1 Observer
Member
Sends letters P1a, Gets
addresses and send letters
P2a and P3a
Receives and checks filled
Questionnaires sending them
to Tremblay and Gromow

CIGRÉ’s Members
Receives the letter P1a.
Read the Questionnaire
and decide which item suits
better to its experience and
expertise

Fulfils the chosen item,
eventually clarifies any
doubt with Gromow and
send the filled out
document to the your
countries Observer
Member for further
processing

CIGRÉ WG A1.02-3 GENERATOR
FIRE PROTECTION UPDATE
WORKING PLAN FLUX DIAGRAM

Insurance and
Reinsurance
Companies

Consulting Companies

Receives the letter P2a and
clarify any preliminary
questions or concern they
may have

Receives the letter P3a and
clarify any preliminary
questions or concern they
may have

URGENTLY
Send their contacts and
addresses for Insurance
and Consulting
Companies to the your
countries Observer
Member for further
processing

Fulfils the item 3, eventually
clarifies any doubt with
Gromow and send the filled
out document to the
Observer Member that sent
the letter.

Fulfils the item 6, eventually
clarifies any doubt with
Gromow and send the filled
out document to the
Observer Member that sent
the letter.

CIGRÉ- WG A1.02-3 - GENERATOR FIRE PROTECTION UPDATE - WORKING PLAN
Documents Involved
[revision AUG 07,2007]
Questionnaire

P1a- Letter for
Cigré’s
Members

Please sign with
your contact
data

Questionnaire

P2a- Letter for
Insurance
Companies

Action by: CIGRÉ’S A1 Observer
Member
1) Sign the letter P1a with your
contact data
2) Send the letter (x) and the
Questionnaire to the Cigré’s
members of your jurisdiction area
(x) – if you will deem it to be
interesting in order to reach a
better penetration of this work
among your clientele please feel
free to translate the letter to your
national Language and send it to
the members of your area

1) Sign the letter P2a with your
contact data
2) Please search for addresses of
Insurance and Reinsurance
Companies by yourself and send
the letter P2a.
3) The other chance to send these
letters will be as soon as the
CIGRÉ’s members of your
jurisdiction area will provide their
contacts and addresses to you.

Action by: CIGRÉ’s Members

Action by: Insurance and
Reinsurance Companies

Action by: Consulting Companies

1) Please send ASAP the
available Insurance and
Consulting Companies’ contacts
and addresses to the Observer
Member in order to support him
with the distribution of the
questionnaire to these groups.
2) Fulfill the Questionnaire
choosing the section that most fits
to your expertise, add your name
to the file’s name and send it to
the CIGRÉ’s Observer Member
who sent the letter to you with
copy to Mr. Gromow
(a.gromow@gromow.com)
1) Please pay attention to the
enclosed letter with the pertinent
invitation and explanations.
2) Fulfill the Questionnaire’s item
3, that refers to your expertise,
add your name to the file’s name
and send it to the CIGRÉ’s
Observer Member who sent the
letter to you with copy to Mr.
Gromow
(a.gromow@gromow.com)

Please sign with
your contact
data

Questionnaire

P3a- Letter for
Consulting
Companies

Please sign with
your contact
data

1) Sign the letter P3 with your
contact data
2) Please search for addresses of
Consulting Companies by yourself
and send the letter P3a.
3) The other chance to send these
letters will be as soon as the
CIGRÉ’s members of your
jurisdiction area will provide their
contacts and addresses to you.

1) Please pay attention to the
enclosed letter with the pertinent
invitation and explanations.
2) Fulfill the Questionnaire’s item
6, that refers to your expertise,
add your name to the file’s name
and send it to the CIGRÉ’s
Observer Member who sent the
letter to you with copy to Mr.
Gromow
(a.gromow@gromow.com)

Should you have any question related to the Questionnaire itself please feel free to contact Alexander Gromow at the e-mail: a.gromow@gromow.com or the cellular phone ++55 11 9659-0846 Skype: agromow

